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Cof fee Table

Septembre Coffee
Table

Septembre Coffee Table

Product Type

H: 35 cm /

Production Process

Environment
L: 130 cm / 51,2"

Indoor

W: 67 cm / 26,4"

Dimensions (cm / in)
H: 35 cm / 13,8"

The Septembre Coffee Table makes an elegant addition to the sofa series, which is now also

L: 130 cm / 51,2"

available with a stone top. Crafted using a warm grey, Portuguese limestone called Ataíja

W: 67 cm / 26,4"

Azul, the table’s softer, curvaceous shape has been uniquely constructed with its up-per
part sinking into the deeper structure of the table rather than resting on top of its legs.

Materials

Making a confident statement with its contrasting materials and unorthodox take on the tra-

Stained Ash and stained Ash Veneer, MDF

ditional table, Septembre Table adds a touch of timeless sophistication and slick polish to

Painted Solid Ash, Ataíja Azul Limestone

the interior.

Colours

About the Designer

Black

Theresa Rand focuses on natural, high quality materials, designing functional furniture with

Black Ash / Grey Stone

a sense of poetry. Born in Germany, she graduated in 2013 from The Royal Danish Acade-
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my of Arts. As a student in Copenhagen, she fell in love with the city and Danish furniture
Care Instructions

design: “My plan was to go to Berlin after my studies, but I find Copenhagen very inspiring,

Use a soft dry cloth to clean. Do not use

so I stayed.” Swiftly establishing a reputation as a design talent to watch, Theresa makes

any cleaners with chemicals or harsh

practical furniture to be used every day with soul: “I think I design in quite a ‘German’ way. I

abrasives. Avoid using water.

am very pragmatic, but I also think it’s important that the objects that we surround ourselves
with have warmth and poetry.”

13,8"

Coffee Table

Septembre Coffee Table

Black
9840539

Black Ash / Grey Stone
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